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From the Editor

From the

Editor/Publisher
Dear JSM Readers,
My backyard is the place I go
to take a deep breath and try
to focus on the good things
happening in my life.
While I have not seen my son and daughter-in-law who
live in Nashville, and I don’t know when I’ll see my
84-year-old dad again in Florida, my daughter, Rebecca,
is home. She hasn’t lived in this house for almost 13
years, but is here now for the long haul. My loving
husband, Larry, is home to remind me to eat breakfast
and lunch (bad habits of mine) and is catching up on our
growing to-do list.
Our garden is a little larger this year. Rebecca’s taken an
interest in gardening and herbs. She loves to cook, so it’s
really nice having her here to share in the things I enjoy. And
to help with watering when we go for days without rain.
I finally bought a bike so I could exercise, but somehow
haven’t made myself get into that routine that I know
will help with stress. Maybe tomorrow.

60 YEARS OF SERVING
CLIENTS WITH INTEGRITY
AND DEDICATION
TO EXCELLENCE.

But I always find time to sit in a different part of the
yard each day to watch the butterflies, cardinals and
hummingbirds. Each day a new hibiscus blooms, and
I just picked our first cucumber and a couple of grape
tomatoes. Hey it’s a start.
Inside these pages are stories to brighten your day. From
the couple who made it to the alter before the world
shut down, to a boy whose parents were determined his
bar mitzvah would not be postponed. To the artists still
crafting beautiful pieces, and sportscasters shifting gears.
We’ve also begun a new series, Hollywood Stars, which
features a pet(s) of the month (page 22). We hope Stoli and
Jack will brighten your day. And if you have a pet you’d like
to share within the pages of Jewish Scene, please reach out
to me at susan@jewishscenemagazine.com.
Amid these crazy times of jobs lost, groceries stores void of
necessities, and loved ones being absent during births and
deaths, I hope you have a happy place where you can retreat.
Hopefully by the time we publish our Annual Guide to
Jewish Memphis in September, we’ll be attending sports
events and Broadway plays, shopping in our favorite
stores or walking the trails of city parks. And whether I
see (and recognize you) with your mask, or G-d willing,
without a mask if there is a miraculous vaccine, I hope to

• Business Entities
• Bankruptcy
• Corporate and Business
Transactions
• Employment and Labor
• Estate Planning and Probate
• Health Care
• Land Use Planning and Zoning
• Landlord/Tenant Law
• Litigation
• Personal Injury
• Real Estate
Closing | Leasing
Lending | Foreclosure
• Taxation

see you soon.
Shalom,

6060 Poplar Avenue Suite 140
Memphis, TN 38119

901.761.1263

Susan C. Nieman - Publisher/Editor

www.harkavyshainberg.com
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Simcha

Laura Braslow and Andrew
Woods found the perfect
venue to match their style.

Every day, I ChooseYou
By Susan C. Nieman :: Photos by “The Warmth Around You”

Laura Braslow’s lyrics for “Everyday I Choose You” were the most
appropriate way to surprise her groom, Andrew Woods, and express
her love for him on their wedding day.
“Andrew always encourages me to sing,” said
Laura. “The words exemplify how I feel about
Andrew and how I centered our special day
around telling the world that I would always
choose him, every day. I think it’s the only
time I’ve ever surprised him. He wasn’t aware
that the inscription on our cups, the kippot,
the olive oil favors, the doggie treat favors,
were secretly the name of the song.
To listen to “Everyday I Choose You,” music
and lyrics by Laura, accompanied by Carly
Abramson, visit jewishscenemagazine.com
The couple met on a blind date that didn’t
start quite as planned. Andrew, quite the
romantic, had prepared a picnic date at
“Cinema at the Cemetery,” a film showing at
Elmwood Cemetery of The Birds. When Laura
6
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couldn’t get there because streets from her
house in Midtown were blocked for the annual
race held before the Cooper Young Arts
Festival, she called Andrew and apologized. “I
told him I’d sit on my patio of Celtic Crossing
with my dog and wait for him to meet me
there if he wanted to come,” she said.
Andrew called Corelle Cutter, who’d set them
up (and who ultimately became their flower
woman) to tell her he wasn’t sure about this
date and was packing up his picnic to head
home. Thankfully Corelle convinced Andrew
to “give her a shot.” After sharing a few
laughs, talking about their mutual love for
family, friends, and of course, their dogs, the
rest was beshert (meant to be).
Although Laura has a hard time surprising

Andrew and a friend
built the chuppah as a
permanent structure that
they could use after the
wedding. Florist, Anna
Katherine, adorned it with
random flowers Laura
picked for their beauty.

Simcha
Andrew, he has a knack for surprising her
whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Rebekah, Laura’s sister, and Andrew planned
a surprise party for Laura’s 30th birthday
party a few weeks prior to her birthday. She
knew something was in the works and kept
dressing up for every occasion thinking
‘this may be the day, surprise party and a
proposal.’ There was a big celebration and at
the end, Laura thought this was the moment!
To her surprise, he still hadn’t popped the
question. Instead, Andrew surprised her
again on her birth date two weeks later at
their favorite restaurant, Andrew Michael’s
Italian Kitchen. After dinner, they arrived
at her dad’s home to “pick up her birthday
present” according to her dad and step-mom,
Sam and Carol. “This was the biggest surprise
of them all,” said Laura. Another round of
Happy Birthday with family including my
91-year-old grandpa, and then before I knew
it, Andrew on one knee in the middle of it all.”
“Her family, our friends, everyone knew!”
said Andrew. “Some family even watched the
proposal via facetime to join in the festivity.”
As for the venue, The Gin at Nesbit in
Mississippi, “Oh yeah, this is it,” they
agreed the first time they laid eyes on the old
restored gin building rich with history. “It was
rustic and beautiful and everything we could
have hoped for.”
From there, the wedding day became a
montage of quirky, unique tidbits of ways to
express the deep love the couple feels for each
other, their family, friends and pets.
Everyone came together to create the
unique, once-in-a-lifetime celebration.
“My planner and florist Anna Katherine
Colomb of TCBnCo. was the glue that kept it
all together,” said Laura. “She has such an
eye for the unique, is an incredible florist,
organizer, and beautiful person.”
“Everything about the day was 100% us,”
agreed Andrew.

Top left: The beading sewn into her gown was
taken from her maternal grandmother, Phyllis
Mae Bloom Evans’, wedding dress, as was the fur
stole Laura wore for her exit.

Andrew had more surprises up his sleeve
and Laura, just rolled with the flow. It began
with the chuppah. “I wanted a permanent
structure that we could use after the
wedding,” he said.

Top right: Laura, a 5th generation Schwab,
included broches on her bouquet from Mamaw,
her paternal grandmother, Eleanor Schwab
Braslow.

“I was skeptical and didn’t see it finished
until the day of the wedding,” said Laura, who
was overwhelmed with what Andrew created
and how Anna Katherine adorned it. “It was
better than I ever imagined. I also left the
dessert choices including the cake to Andrew

Middle: Laura hadn’t seen or tasted the cake by
Two Girls and a Whip until her first bite – another
Andrew surprise.
Bottom: Bottles of olive oil inscribed “olive me
loves olive you” were from dad’s store, The Mighty
Olive.

Continued on 08
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and my step-mom, the sweet-aholics of the
family.”
The ceremony began with Charvey Mac
singing “Lean on Me” as the bridal party
entered the room, “I’m so in love with you”
by Jill Andrews for the bride’s procession
and finally, “Sign, Sealed, Delivered” as the
couple exited the ceremony.
DJ Tree Riehl started the fun introducing the
couple with the first dance to “Butterflies,”
by Kacey Musgraves, followed by the mother/
son dance to “What a Wonderful World.”
“The daddy/daughter dance was a blast,”
said Laura. “Complete with blow up guitars,
sunglasses, and a cane to dance with, we’d
choreographed a routine to “Let Her Go,”
incorporating the music dad and I both love:
musicals, 80s rock, and The Beatles.”

Top: Laura and her mom, Vicki Evans Braslow.
Middle left: Find Your Party Animal Table Numbers
led guests to their seats. The main table was a Lion,
Andrew’s Hebrew name, Arieh. The close family
table represented the couple’s dogs, Evelyn and Ivy.
Two tables were named for Rocko and Rex, who
both passed before the wedding. All of the animal
tables included photos of the past and current
pups.
Middle right: Grandpa Irving Evans enjoys the
beautiful ceremony.
Bottom left: The seed paper kippot inscribed “Let
love Grow” could be planted.

8
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Family First
“Our siblings are very important to us, so we
made sure they were a big part of our bride
and groom parties. Laura wrote personal
letters to her mom, Vicki Evans Braslow,
step-mom Carol Braslow, Andrew’s mom,
Patricia Woods, her dad, Sam Braslow,
Andrew, and every bridesmaid. Tears of
joy, made for a few make-up touches since
everyone was already dressed. Dad read his
letter during his first look.
Always the Fun Guys
Together they have eight nieces and nephews
and could not imagine our day without kiddos.
A kid’s corner included coloring books and
things for fun to entertain them. The guest
book was a set of Jenga blocks because they
love to play games and puzzles.

Simcha

Top: The daddy/daughter dance was completely choreographed.
Middle left: No pets allowed didn’t stop the couple from sharing a
treat from their fur babies.
Middle right:
Back row - Lara Zieden, Corelle Cutter, bridesman and brother
Joseph Braslow, Robin Francis, Van Patterson
Front row - Brandee Masterson, Chelsea Steinaway, Laura,
Rebekah Kelly (MOH) and Kimberly Nicolas.
Bottom right:
Back row - Greg King, Robert McRae, Jason Morgan, Bobby
Galluzzi
Front row - Joe Slover, Rocky Hernandez, Andrew, Anne Madison
(MOH/Best Man) and Michael McRae.
Jewish Scene
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Marc and Elissa assist
Ari while his brother,
Seth, waits for the
service to begin.

From Ari’s
Home to Yours
by Bill Motchan :: Photos by Paige Miller Photography

What happens when the guest list for your bar
mitzvah ceremony nearly doubles on the day
of the occasion?

said Marc. “At first, we thought we’d just have
a smaller group as guests started sending
their regrets.

Ari Taub had been studying and practicing
with his rabbi for an April 18, 2020, bar
mitzvah long before the pandemic began.
And a coronavirus outbreak wasn’t going
to stop this young man and his family from
celebrating his simcha.

“There was never a question that we’d
postpone this memorable occasion,” Marc
continued. “Two of Ari’s grandparents
were not in good health. (Ari’s paternal
grandfather passed away soon after the
simcha), and we wanted them to share in this
joyous celebration.

said. “Even during the Holocaust people
found a way. There was a spiritual core
surrounding the occasion and we would
not consider postponing.”

“Throughout history, through the worst
of times these events [weddings, bar
mitzvahs, etc.] have still happened,” he

It soon became clear that this bar mitzvah
service would look different than any
Rabbi Bess Wohlner of Temple Israel in

Parents Marc and Elissa Taub realized, as the
time drew nearer, that they needed a Plan B.
“It became obvious about three months out
that things weren’t going to go as planned,”
10
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Simcha
Memphis had participated in before. Rabbi
Bess began researching how other rabbis
that she knew were preparing online bar
mitzvahs, and the preparations began. They
began practicing online, and Temple Israel
Education Administrator Jackie Evans started
working out all of the technical issues. Temple
delivered a Torah and temporary podium to
the Taub’s home.
When Ari signed into the Zoom event to begin
the Saturday morning service, there were
around 300 people watching from all around
the world.
“It was actually a little easier to say all of the
prayers in front of everyone on the computer
than it might have been in person,” said Ari.
“Although, without the Rabbi standing there
helping me through my Torah portion, I had
to kind of guide myself.”
According to the whole family, the day
became even more meaningful than if they’d
had held the service in the sanctuary.
“Originally we would have had about 160
guests in the sanctuary,” said Marc. “But
because Ari’s bar mitzvah was online, we
had people join us from all over the world.
There were colleagues in Israel, India, South
Africa and other places. And since Ari plays
competitive baseball, many of his team
members joined us – some who may have not
come in person.”
“It was nice to see people from all around the
country in New York and California, especially
my grandparents who couldn’t be here with
us in person,” said Ari.
“I still got to talk to people after the service,”
he continued.
While many families have a luncheon
following the service and a large party the
same evening, it is a Taub family tradition to
serve brunch after the service, host a dinner
at their home and then take a family trip in
celebration of the simcha. On the day we
spoke, the family would have been returning
from an overseas trip.
While things were quiet around the Taub
household that Saturday evening, they,
their family and friends, will look back
on April 18, 2020, with many unique and
special memories.
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Joan’s wall hanging
series are known as
“textile stories.”

WhimsicallyWoven
by Bill Motchan :: Photos by Eddie Dastrich

Where does an artist get inspiration?

title: “The Art of the Bean.”

Some creative people don’t have a clear
answer for that question. They just have a
talent for conjuring up beautiful, thoughtprovoking work that captivates the eye
and stirs emotions in the viewer. That
describes Austin, Texas-based artist Joan
Edelstein. She specializes in textiles of all
kinds – except wool.

Those are part of a series of her work
known as “textile stories.” Wall hangings
and wearable art – including beautiful
scarves – make up much of Joan’s
repertoire. Her work is not just unique
because of the designs. She developed
a process that involves anywhere from
seven to 12 steps and includes the laying
and mitering of the silk border and
foundation, printing of thematic fabrics,
layering of contemporary and vintage
fabrics and fibers, then sewing, finishing
and pressing each piece.

“Can you believe it, a fiber artist who is
allergic to wool?” she said.
Joan’s work is rich with color and abstract
imagery. It’s also approachable and often
filled with whimsy. A good example is her
70” x 20” silk wall hanging entitled “Maybe
Geometry Class Wasn’t a Complete Waste
of Time.” No surprise that it contains a wide
range of geometric shapes in a fun mélange.
Another wall hanging would fit nicely in
a kitchen, or a coffee shop. It features
a grinder, espresso pot and mugs. The
12
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It’s a complex process that shows in the endproduct. The works can serve as accents to
brighten up any environment. Although Joan
does market some production-grade fabrics,
many are truly one-of-a-kind. A piece might
combine some new cloth with an interesting
fragment she found while rummaging
through an attic or scouring vintage clothing
in a thrift shop.

Joan Edelstein
with her scarf of
leaves.

The path Joan took to become a fabric artist
was circuitous. Her first career was in clinical
social work. She evolved from therapist into
shop owner and enjoyed finding unique items
to sell. Eventually Joan sold her store, but

The Arts

that I was going to Dallas shortly after that
to work in the showroom, and I made a
second scarf, and I brought it with me to
wear while I was working. Tons of retailers
kept asking me, ‘Where can I get one of
those!’ A friend suggested that I create a
sample line for the next wholesale market.
And that’s how I got started in 2004.”
After developing a style and product line,
Joan made the decision to market her product
through prestigious artisan vendors.
“I do all juried wholesale art shows, and I
sell to museums and galleries around the
country,” she said. “When buyers come in
to the shows, they are very intrigued by how
very different my works are, and my color
use, and I get very wonderful comments.”

she kept her hand in by working in a friend’s
Dallas showroom.
She first learned the technique of scarfmaking at a hobby industry show. It
included the use of “stabilizer,” the support
fabric that’s an essential element in sewing
to prevent puckering and stretching.
“I went home and got some stabilizer, and
I made a scarf,” Joan said. “It so happened

Joan’s path from social worker to
shopkeeper to fabric artist may not be
surprising, given that as a child, she
always had a good time handling cloth.
“My father was in the textile industry,
so I don’t know if I have it in my bones
or not,” she said. “Neither my mother
or I sewed, but I was always playing with
fabric, and doing arts and crafts things as
a kid. I just liked doing creative things,
and I was always exposed to textiles. I
didn’t really start doing it until I started
crocheting and needlework. I took up
quilting later on, and everything I learned

along the way in terms of fiber arts
contributed to what I do now.”
Wholesale buyers and customers alike
remark to Joan that her work is unique.
“’I’ve never seen anything like this
before’ – that’s a comment I get a lot,”
she said. “I just do what I do because
I love doing it. I don’t have any other
motivation. I really do enjoy it. Another
interesting thing when I am in these
shows, often there are buyers from Judaica
shops in the wholesale markets. Often
people come into my booth and say, ‘You
know what, we’re in a little Judaica shop
and we’re so attracted to these pieces
– did you ever think about doing these
as tallises?’ It’s very interesting, the
attraction for my work from the Jewish
buyers, and they are never surprised to
learn that I am Jewish!”

You can find Joan
Edelstein’s unique
scarves at the T Clifton
Art Studio, 2571 Broad
Avenue in Memphis.
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Cantorial soloist,
songwriter and
professional musician
Abbie Strauss

Abbie Strauss Rocks Life
Stories and photos by Bill Motchan

There’s nothing like a pandemic and cross-country move to generate a little
stress. Add to that the pressure of being the mother of three young children
and a professional musician. That’s the life of Abbie Strauss, who manages to
pull it off with grace and ease.
Abbie has been the cantorial soloist at
Temple Israel for the past five years. In
May she and her husband, Rabbi Feivel
Strauss, relocated to Palm Beach Gardens,
Florida, where they both will serve
Temple Judea. It’s a great opportunity to
build a Jewish community in a growing
synagogue, she said, but it won’t lessen
the wonderful memories and friends she
made in Memphis.
“This community is loving,” Abbie said.
“People here have just been outstanding.
The music and the collaboration and the
people are really what I’m going to miss
most. The people in the congregation are
incredible. And I know that we’ll stay in
touch. In Florida there are lots of people
connected to Memphis. And now people
are more aware they can pray online. So
maybe we can keep a connection even
when I live stream!”
14
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Music is a significant part of Abbie’ life.
When she’s not performing cantorial
soloist duties, she is literally a rock
star. In fact, she was one of the first
artists featured on Jewish Rock Radio,
the popular internet station celebrating
its 10th anniversary this year. The
station (jewishrockradio.com) now
exceeds 1,500,000 listening minutes per
month. Since the COVID-19 pandemic
has confined millions of people to their
homes, Jewish Rock Radio has become
even more significant with streaming
volume increasing each week.
“Jewish Rock Radio has literally been the
foundation of everything that I’ve done
and accomplished as a musician,” Abbie
said. “There’s always a support group,
there’s always a way to get your voice and
your message out. And it’s really the only
platform that I see as someone who came

in as an emerging artist.
“They help bring everyone together and
closer to Judaism through music and help
artists realize that we have a lot of exciting
work that needs to be done,” she said.
“And people now need that more than
ever. As I’ve emerged as an artist, changed
and grown and created programs, it has
just become such a light and such a way of
expanding our community.”
Abbie’s talent and charisma helped
develop her fan base, and her growth as an

The Arts

artist is inspiring to Rick Recht, executive
director of Jewish Rock Radio.

program. The main difference was we
focused on Jewish artists.”

“I’ve loved watching Abbie’s career and
voice as a Jewish artist evolve through
her collaborations with other Jewish Rock
Radio artists,” Rick said. “Even beyond
performing at live concert events and
recording songs, it has been particularly
special seeing her participate in the
growth and cultivation of a supportive,
loving artist community.”

Abbie plans to use the philosophy in
her new position at Temple Judea. She’s
already been giving online workshops
using the platform.

One initiative Abbie is especially proud
of is “Judaism: Inside Out,” a musical
philosophy she founded that engages the
mind, body and soul. It grew out of a music
program she implemented for children at
Temple Israel.
“All of a sudden, it went from about
eight kids that would come hang out
to over 30 kids that wanted to come,”
she said. “Prior to Memphis when I
lived in Houston, I always used to teach
music on rock instruments. And when I
arrived here, I became the Jewish music
teacher. So, we rocked out, and I put two
and two together and realized there’s
a need that kids have. They needed a
space, they wanted to play drums, they
wanted to rock, and so I partnered with
Jewish Rock Radio and the School of Rock
in Memphis, and I created a program
that was similar to the School of Rock

“I want others to use it,” she said. “I’m
happy to help people with their grant
writing to create a similar initiative. But
really the idea of it is to is to give it away,
to help others find hope. It also is a proven
way to connect teenagers with Judaism
through music. So, I hope to bring it with
me in whatever capacity I can.”
Also on Abbie’s agenda for later this year
is the completion of her third album. It
will mark the third collaboration with
producer Elijah Palnik who guided her
through the albums “Nitzos” and “Hakol
L’tovah.”
“My first album Nitzos was about sparks,
and Hakol L’tovah was about ‘It’s all
good,’” she said. “And now it’s about
bringing it into the world. The main idea
is ‘shine on.’ I’ve changed completely
in the past five years. I’ve worked on my
cantorate, and everything has completely
transformed who I am as a musician and
prayer leader.
“So, this next album will take that to the

next level, and the idea is to help inspire
others who are also looking to shine and
maybe help their light get brighter in this
world, because we need people to be who
they are. We need our voices to speak our
truths and not be shut out. The idea of this
is to help people feel inspired and light
their match, to inspire them.”
Abbie has already inspired her legion of
fans and Jewish Rock Radio listeners.
Sheltering at home through the pandemic
has increased her awareness of the power
of music.
“The need for music and the need for
G-d and spirituality, I think has grown
exponentially,” she said. “And whether
it’s through your synagogue and prayer
or whether it’s just sharing hope and
healing, I’ve noticed that hearts are open,
people are praying with everything that
they have. It’s been a blessing in an odd
way, it has really brought my family closer
together, it’s given us an opportunity to
hold on tightly to our blessings.”

Log on to jewishrockradio.com and Join
the Jewish Rock Radio community. You
can keep up to date on Abbie Strauss’
Jewish Rock music on her website at
abbiestrauss.com.
Jewish Scene
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Crossroads

CROSSROADS: Chance or Destiny?
By Harry Samuels
This collection of connection stories is a follow up to Harry’s first book, Beshert, which Jewish Scene
readers enjoyed years ago. I hope you enjoy them as much as I do.
All of us have the ability to experience the synchronicity that is often the result of reaching out
to others. ~ Harry Samuels

A MATCH

by Rishe Deitsch

Mr. and Mrs. Cohen and their daughter,
Batya, immigrated to Israel from South

The nurse returned smiling, “She would
be happy to do so.”

daughter or even that her name had been
Batya.

Africa. A short time later, Batya began
suffering headaches. She was diagnosed
with an inoperable brain tumor that
resulted in her death at age eighteen.
A short time later, Mrs. Cohen was
diagnosed with leukemia. Her condition
appeared to be hopeless when a friend
contacted Esther, a woman who worked
with energy healing, a system of activating
natural healing abilities of the body. When
Esther visited Mrs. Cohen in the hospital,
she found the patient very weak and sad.
She had been told that her only hope was
a bone-marrow transplant, but no match
had been found. Her best chance was from
a close blood relative, but none was alive.
After leaving the patient, Esther was
asked to come next door to a maternity
hospital to help a friend with her delivery.
As she approached the nurse’s station
to learn the room number of her friend,
she noticed a young pregnant woman in
a wheelchair who was registering. She
heard her say her name was Sara, and she
seemed to have a strong resemblance to
Mrs. Cohen, the sick woman she had just
seen. The thought occurred to her that this
young woman might be a suitable bonemarrow match, and she made a mental
note to explore that possibility after her
friend’s delivery.
After leaving her friend’s room, Esther
approached one of the nurses to seek some
information about the young woman she
had seen registering earlier. She was told
that this was Sara’s first birth and that
the couple had recently moved from South
Africa. Esther asked, “Would you ask if she
would be willing to be tested as a bonemarrow donor for someone?”

A few hours after Sara’s delivery of a
healthy baby girl, Esther introduced herself
to the new mother and her husband. She
explained the bone-marrow process and
was relieved when Sara agreed to have
the necessary blood test. Later that night,
Esther’s cell phone rang. A technician
excitedly reported, “It is incredible, it is a
perfect match. A match like this is usually
only from an immediate blood relative.”
Elated, Esther immediately called Mrs.
Cohen with the great news. That same
night, procedures were begun for the
transplant to take place.
Two days later, Esther’s cell phone rang
again. Sara was calling with an invitation
to attend her baby’s naming. It was to take
place at their local synagogue. “You were
so kind and friendly, and we know so few
people here, won’t you please join us at this
happy event?” During the conversation,
Esther learned that Sara had recently
lost both parents in a tragic automobile
accident in South Africa, and that painful
memory was one of the reasons they had
left the country. Esther happily agreed to
come to the baby naming. Later that day,
Esther told Mr. Cohen of the baby naming
of the daughter of the bone-marrow
donor. “Why don’t you join me there. They
haven’t been in Israel long, and I know the
couple would appreciate it if you came.” He
agreed to attend.
Thursday morning, Esther and Mr.
Cohen went to the synagogue for the
ceremony. When the baby’s name was
pronounced, Mr. Cohen turned pale from
the shock of hearing that they had named
their baby girl Batya. The new parents had
no knowledge of the loss of the Cohen’s

Sara explained to those assembled
why she had chosen that name. “I was
adopted,” she said. “I have always known
it, and I have always felt grateful to my
birth mother for giving me life and for
giving me up for adoption instead of ending
the pregnancy. My adoptive mother, who
could not conceive a child, often told me
that I was a gift to them from G-d. Now
that I have my own child, I realize that all
children are gifts from G-d. Regardless
of who gives birth to us or who raises us,
we are all G-d’s children. So, we named
our daughter Batya, meaning Daughter of
G-d.”
The transplant was a complete success,
but who was this perfect match? Mrs.
Cohen knew the answer. When she was
sixteen, thirty years earlier, and living in
South Africa, she had become pregnant.
Her parents wanted her to abort, but she
would not hear of it. She had insisted that
she would deliver a child and then give the
baby up for an adoption. An older couple
was located who were thrilled to raise this
child as their own.
Sara was this child, none other than Mrs.
Cohen’s own first child. Now her daughter
had returned the gift of life to her own
mother.
Although the names have been changed, this
true story was told to Rishe (Mrs. Avrahom)
Deitsch by one of the participants. She recorded
it under the title, Connecting the Dots, in the
February 2006 issue of the N’shei Chabad
Newsletter where it was read and reported
to me by Rivky Klein. When I spoke with Mrs.
Deitsch, she graciously agreed to allow its
inclusion in this book.
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DRY
EYES?

Turn to the TearWell Advanced Dry Eye Treatment
Center™ for our state-of-the-art technology and the

latest in treatment options to help patients like you.

Visit us at the

FocalPoint at Crosstown Concourse!

901.252.3670
tearwell.com | info@tearwell.com

1350 Concourse Avenue | Suite 264
Memphis, TN 38104-2023
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On the Sidelines

Dave Woloshin – Covering
Sports During A Pandemic
by Bill Motchan :: photos by Joe Murphy
Few professions have been untouched by the coronavirus. Many
workers must now wear a face mask and everyone practices social
distancing. COVID-19 has made some jobs especially tricky. For
example, consider the role of a sports broadcaster. There are no
sporting events to cover, nor have there been for several months.
That is exactly where Memphis Jewish sports personality Dave
Woloshin finds himself. “Wolo” is the voice of the University
of Memphis Tigers basketball team. He also shares the mic
every weekday from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. with co-host Brett “Stats”
Norsworthy on Sports 56 Real Sports Talk at 96.1 FM and 560 AM.
The popular “Sportstime on Sports 56 with Wolo and Stats” is a
freewheeling sports show – in a normal year. Now, the pair still
cover sports, just in a more creative fashion. It begins with the
physical distance between the co-hosts. Woloshin sits in the
Sports 56 broadcast studio while Norsworthy calls in from his
Forest City, Ark., home. That’s just one change.
“Make no mistake about it – this is a lot harder, and it’s not nearly
as much fun,” Woloshin said. “Both Stats and I love sports, so we
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would be watching sports whether we were working or not, and
it’s a whole different matter where we’re working on stuff that we
don’t have quite the same passion for.”
The pair has had to pivot (to use a basketball term) to often
covering topics far afield from the playing field. The pandemic is
never far off from their agenda.
“It is incredibly different,” he said. “First off, I go to the
coronavirus dashboard every day, and look at all those numbers.
So really, the first half-hour is basically the top stories of the day
and that can be pandemic-related or sports oriented. And we
usually talk about the Major League Baseball Players Association
offering and discuss whether we think baseball players will come
back (now scheduled for late July). Later we’ll give an NBA update,
and I think they will probably return.
“Then at 3:30, we’ve been doing a pandemic-related interview,”
Woloshin said. “That could be a medical story or one about the
economy, or it could be about education. So we have a guest, which
could be someone like the mayor, and we devote a 15-minute

On the Sidelines

Dave Woloshin and
Matt Dillion

segment to that. So, we have become a much more news-oriented
program while still covering sports. And there are still sports stories
to cover, whether you are theorizing what might be or you are taking
a walk down memory lane, which we have done a lot of.”

everything’s going to be different. It’ll be a game changer.’ And that
is exactly what occurred, not realizing as I made that statement how
that would affect me or really the whole business side, it was just the
way the world runs.

Since the pandemic is hovering over every aspect of our lives,
Woloshin and Norsworthy often discuss it through a sports lens.
They have two regular segments called “High Hard Ones” and
“Heck Yeah, Hell No” where they ask each other thought-provoking
questions and consider all aspects of a subject.

“And now if I look at the ramifications, obviously my job is a lot
harder to do. But I think the psychological aspect is the hardest.
We’ve lost the continuity from the past to the future, because we
don’t know what the future is.”

“We may do more philosophizing, or speculating about things like
what if the pandemic starts to come back when you bring the teams
back. In Memphis, the Tigers football team is going to come back
for volunteer workouts. So, the whole team is going to be living
together, and they’re going to be eating together. I don’t know what
the protocol is on how they’re going to be screened and tested but
what do they do if there’s a positive case?

He pointed to the uncertainty of the NHL’s Stanley Cup Playoffs and
Major League Baseball’s season, both of which came to an abrupt
halt in March along with every other professional and college sports
event. The truncated baseball season in 2020 will look far different,
with no fans in the ballparks, social distancing limits for players
and even limitations on ballplayer’s penchant for chewing gum and
sunflower seeds. Woloshin grew up on the north side of Chicago, so
he is a Cubs fan by birthright. The thought of the designated hitter
(DH) coming to the National League is enough to make his head spin.

“Then let’s say there are eight cases or 14 cases – a cluster. What
happens then? Are we shutting down again? And what happens, G-d
forbid, if an athlete, a young person dies from COVID-19 because we
came back. Those are the kinds of things we ask ourselves now, as
opposed to back when we were saying ‘What was that guy thinking –
swinging on 3 and 0.’”

I hate the DH, but I think we’re going to get it, and would have at
some point anyway, so this is a good excuse for them to really bring
it forth. This will be a year of experimentation that could very well be
the future of the game.”

Creating an entertaining radio program about any subject boils down
to solid prep work, Woloshin said. He and Norsworthy familiarize
themselves with the subject they plan to discuss, and understand the
various sides to the story. At 3:30 p.m., it’s go time. While it almost
seems a distant memory, Woloshin also remembers exactly what he
was doing when the sports world shut down.
“About four hours prior to the announcement of Rudy Gobert (the
Utah Jazz all-star and first NBA player to test positive for COVID-19)
changing the world, I said, ‘When an athlete has a positive test,

Woloshin also wonders if a baseball game, or hockey, or basketball
or any other team sport will have fan appeal without fans present
to cheer the home team on and jeer the visitors. It would be nice to
have sports again, just to take our minds off of the litany of problems
2020 has ushered in through the mid-point in the year.
“We’ve got murder hornets,” Woloshin said. “We’ve got
earthquakes, we got hurricanes. Obviously the pandemic. It’s like
Passover, and the plagues, but on a regular basis!”
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Feature
Sydney Shanker sells
her crafts to raise
money for the MidSouth Food Bank.

When the world essentially came to a
screeching halt as COVID-19 struck,
so many people were left without jobs,
food and other essentials. It has been
an extremely unfortunate and difficult
situation… but there has been hope. Folks
stepped forward and wanted to help. And
one of them is only 14 years old.
Sydney Shanker comes from generations of
family that always put others first. It’s in her
blood. That’s really all she has ever known.
Her mom, Jill, explained, “Sydney has always
been a helper. Even back in preschool she was
always the one welcoming a new friend or
offering to do things.”
A rising 9th grader at St. Mary’s Episcopal
School, she is constantly involved in
volunteering. She has been part of the
Jewish Foundation of Memphis’ B’nai
Tzedek teen philanthropy program, which
teaches those involved the importance of
giving back to the community and being
a leader.
When the pandemic started, she knew she
wanted to do something. She has always
been taught to be grateful for how fortunate
she is to have plenty of food, a roof over her
head and other things that many people
don’t. She heard a quote on TV that inspired
her. “Those who needed the food bank
before will need it more than ever, and
those who have never been to a food bank in
their life, will need it now too.” Those words
made her stop and think.

Making a Difference
One String at a Time
By Holly Marks

Memphis is a city full of doers and dreamers; people that want to
make a difference in their city in any way they can.
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Then string by syd was born. String
bracelets were something she has always
loved to do, ever since 3rd grade. She’d
make them at camp and for her friends,
so it was already something she was
accustomed to doing. Her parents knew
something was up when she asked
permission to start a new Instagram
account (after all, she is only 14!).
Sydney came up with the entire plan
herself… to make bracelets, keychains,
etc. and donate 100% of the proceeds to the
Mid-South Food Bank. Each order is custom
made and can take anywhere from one hour
to four hours to complete and range in price
from $8 - $20, depending on the details.
She has donated about $500 so far, and as
the word spreads, the amount will only
continue to rise.
Besides her family, Sydney mentioned that
Ellen DeGeneres is someone she looks up
to because of her “be kind to one another”
motto. She actually went to LA over spring
break with her mom and grandmother and

Feature
went to the Ellen show. The day they were
flying back is when everything shut down due
to the virus. Talk about meant to be…
When she has free time, she plays
volleyball, loves art and has played guitar
for the past five years. As for when she’s
older, Sydney hopes to become either a
child psychologist or a lawyer, because she
truly wants to help people.
This level of dedication and selflessness at
such a young age makes Sydney such an
inspiration to those around her, the local
community, the entire city of Memphis and
beyond. Sydney said, “My mom always tells
me, ‘As long as we are helping someone, we
are good’.”
I honestly can’t think of better words for us to
live by.
She would be so grateful for more people
to join her in supporting this cause. Her
Instagram account is, @string_by_syd, and
there you can check out her work and place
an order.
Sydney is making a big difference one string at
a time and this community is blessed to have
her in it.
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Hollywood Stars Pets of the Month
Jack

Stoli

“BRUDDERS,
DIFFERENT
MUDDERS”

Malti-poo brothers Stoli (12) and Jack (10) aren’t really
“spoiled,” wink-wink – just loved to pieces by mom and dad
Debra and Cary Califf.
The brothers share a Maltese father and different poodle
mothers from a reputable breeder that the Califf’s daughterin-law, Lindsay recommended.
So why a Matli-poo? “Honestly, we had never had a pet” said
Debra. “Cary grew up with asthma and bad allergies. We thought
he was always allergic to all dogs. When our son, Brian, met
Lindsay, who would become his wife, she introduced us to the
breed with their pups. We fell in love!”
The granddoggies stayed with Debra almost every weekday
until Lindsay graduated from law school. It was time to get a
pup of their own.
“We would have loved to have rescued but hated the thought
of bringing a dog home that we could potentially have to had
return due to allergies,” said Debra. They brought Stoli home
first and Jack 18 months later.
So, what have they learned about being pup parents? “It’s their
consistent love and affection – no matter what. Especially in
the crazy past few months. They provide constant comfort. We
cannot imagine not having them through this time.”
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A
FAVORITE DOC

“The doctors at Eastgate Animal Clinic are all outstanding,”
agree Jack and Stoli. P.S. we especially love Dr. Rodney Balthrop.
A
BEST HAIR DAYS

Starbarks Mobile Groomer is amazing!
A
SNACK TIME

We really love “Nothin’ To Hide” (a rawhide alternative that’s so
easy to digest) at Hollywood Feed. Mom also spoils us with a good
bit of table food, and we share an egg every morning.
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We are so appreciative of all our sponsors for this year’s No Show Golf Tournament. Your generous contribution makes it
possible for Brotherhood to support the Temple and the greater Memphis communities. Temple Israel Brotherhood is donating
half the money raised to the COVID-19 relief, the Memphis Food Bank, MIFA and many other worthwhile organizations.
SE T YOUR CALENDARS NOW FOR M AY 3, 2021. TPC-SOUTHWIND, HERE WE COME!

TITLE SPONSOR

PLATINUM SPONSOR
HAL
FOGELMAN

THE MESKIN
F A M I LY
TEMPLE ISRAEL
RABBIS

GOLD SPONSOR
BETSY & ANDY SASLAWSKY FAMILY • BOYLE INSURANCE - TIM TREADWELL • BRIAN LURIE - CRYE LEIKE REALTORS • CAROLE & CHARLES PLESOFSKY
COMFORT KEEPERS • DELTA FOREMOST • HARKAVY SHAINBERG & KAPLAN PLC • STACY & ART CANALES • HIGHLAND CAPITAL - STEVE WISHNIA
JOEL BESSOFF • JOHN SAULS • LISA & JONATHAN FRISCH • LASALLE C & I - DAVID WALKER • LUBIN PROPERTIES - MICHAEL PELTS
LAWSON ARNEY • MARK LEVINE • RICH FABER • ROSENBLUM & REISMAN • BARBARA & ROY MANSBERG
RABBIS BESS WOHLNER & JEREMY SIMONS • RICHARD REINHARDT • SISKIND SUSSER
SOUTHERN STEEL - MICHAEL WEXLER AND NEIL COHEN

BELMONT VILLAGE IS OUTSMARTING MEMORY LOSS
Award-winning Circle of Friends® delivers positive results for Assisted Living residents
with mild to moderate memory loss
Available only at Belmont Village, Circle of Friends® was pioneered to curb the effects of cognitive
decline through a unique program that builds brain fitness. Developed by a nationally recognized
gerontologist, Circle of Friends® is rooted in evidence-based research in collaboration with UCLA and
Vanderbilt University. And it works. Residents enjoy a rich, therapeutic program of physical and mental
activities designed to maintain brain function and build self-esteem.

Learn more about how we tackle memory loss at BELMONT VILL AGE.COM/MEMPHIS
Call 901-624-8820 to schedule a virtual tour today.

MEMPHIS

Learn about our community response to COVID-19.
Visit belmontvillage.com/corona-virus-preparation
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